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Abstract Background In the past few years, augmented reality (AR) has rapidly advanced and has

been applied in different fields. One of the successful AR applications is the immersive and interactive

serious games, which can be used for education and learning purposes. Methods In this project, a

prototype of an AR serious game is developed and demonstrated. Gamers utilize a head-mounted device

and a vibrotactile feedback jacket to explore and interact with the AR serious game. Fourteen vibration

actuators are embedded in the vibrotactile feedback jacket to generate immersive AR experience. These

vibration actuators are triggered in accordance with the designed game scripts. Various vibration patterns

and intensity levels are synthesized in different game scenes. This article presents the details of the entire

software development of the AR serious game, including game scripts, game scenes with AR effects

design, signal processing flow, behavior design, and communication configuration. Graphics computations

are processed using the graphics processing unit in the system. Results /Conclusions The performance

of the AR serious game prototype is evaluated and analyzed. The computation loads and resource

utilization of normal game scenes and heavy computation scenes are compared. With 14 vibration

actuators placed at different body positions, various vibration patterns and intensity levels can be generated

by the vibrotactile feedback jacket, providing different real-world feedback. The prototype of this AR

serious game can be valuable in building large-scale AR or virtual reality educational and entertainment

games. Possible future improvements of the proposed prototype are also discussed in this article.

Keywords Augmented reality; AR serious games; Vibrotactile feedback jacket; Game scenes

1 Introduction

At present, immersive and interactive learning is increasingly recognized as a ubiquitous form of learning[1]

and it can enhance students' learning motivation and efficiency[2]. In case of simulations of real-world

events, serious games are used for purposes beyond entertainment[3]. Computer-based immersive serious

games have been developed for various applications, such as education, learning, training, healthcare,

rehabilitation, and politics[3-6]. Immersive serious games have been used in training in educational, medical,
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and military sectors[7]. Educational serious games should integrate pedagogical theories and motivational

principles to engage learners in a manner that traditional education does not[8]. They are effective tools to

help learners acquire new knowledge and skills[9].

Augmented reality (AR) is a technology used to expand the physical world and environment by

overlaying digital information, such as images, videos, instruction texts, and virtual objects[10,11]. Computer-

generated sensory inputs, such as virtual objects, animations, and sounds, in the AR systems can enhance

user experiences by supplementing real-world information[12]. In addition to virtual reality (VR), AR can

provide an immersive learning environment to improve educational processes. It enables certain learning

exercises and teaching activities that are sometimes difficult to execute in traditional classroom

education[13]. It also provides a safe and risk-free teaching and learning environment for certain

applications[14]. As the costs of head-mounted devices (HMDs) and computational platforms are

significantly decreasing, immersive AR serious games become more accessible and cost-effective[14].

Various feedback methods in serious games can provide information regarding the correctness of

corresponding responses to learners. Such feedback methods can improve their performance and learning

outcomes[15]. Visual, audio, and motion interactions are common engagement elements for learners in

immersive AR serious games. The integration of vibrotactile feedback can provide a complementary

approach to exploit the full capabilities of human beings[16]. The vibrotactile feedback can be generated by

wearable, graspable, or stationary devices[17]. AR systems can work with vibrotactile feedback devices to

monitor, direct, or influence users' movements[10]. Vibrotactile feedback has become a cost-effective and

popular approach to improve user experiences while interacting with virtual objects[18]. Vibrotactile

feedback stimuli are widely adopted in the tasks of AR serious games, including navigations, redirecting

attentions, or communications. It can improve the realism, immersion, or sense of presence in virtual

worlds[19]. Moreover, the enhancement of the similarities between real scenarios and virtual environments

can benefit the objectives of serious games[20].

Vibration is the most commonly used vibrotactile stimulus type, and is better known than other

alternatives in current wearable devices[21]. A high degree of variation in AR serious games can produce

richer and more realistic user experiences[3]. The use of vibration actuators is a popular, practical, and

inexpensive approach to provide vibrotactile feedback[18] as vibration actuators are easy to control and

typically smaller than the size of a coin[21]. Vibrotactile vibration patterns and sequences can be key factors

to improve realism and immersion sense in vibrotactile interactions in virtual environment[20].

The vibrotactile vibration feedback can be a part of a multimodal virtual environment integrated with

video and audio for sense of presence[20]. It can be built into wearable devices to be worn in different

positions of the human body, such as the finger, hand, wrist, head, or upper body, to generate vibrotactile

feedback in the AR scenes. Some related works have been reported in the literature. Maisto et al. presented

wearable haptic devices for fingers, which provided the interaction forces for the weight of virtual objects

in AR scenarios[12]. A smartwatch-type wearable device can provide tactile sensations on the wrist of users

for two types of stimuli: wind and vibration[22]. Kaul and Rohs introduced a wearable device HapticHead,

utilizing 20 vibration motors distributed in three concentric ellipses around the head to increase immersion

for VR applications[23]. A wristband was capable of providing feedback of local vibration and pressure

using eight actuators[24]. A vibrotactile HMD was built with seven electromechanical tactors placed around

the user's head[19]. The vibrotactile HMD points toward the direction of a virtual object in the azimuthal

plane using these tactors. A haptic feedback for VR HMDs was presented by combining vibrotactile

feedback with thermal sources[25]. Louison et al. presented a vibrotactile device positioned on the user's

right upper limb with 10 actuators[26]. Garciavalle et al. described an integration of a haptic vest with HMDs

to interact with a virtual environment[20]. A total of 54 vibrotactile actuators were placed on a large vest and
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38 vibrotactile actuators on a medium-size vest for vibration generations. The vest covered the torso of

users. The vest also used thermoelectric actuators to create hot and cold sensations. A force jacket was

created using an array of 26 actuated airbags and force sensors to provide directed force and vibrations to

the torso of users in VR games[27]. Kishishita et al. presented a wearable force-feedback suit for the upper

extremity[28]. There are seven possible positions for the attachment of the pneumatic actuators in the

prototype. Rognon et al. described a haptic feedback device embedded in a jacket used in a flight

simulation[29]. Ouyang et al. also introduced a vibrotactile vest for a flight simulation[30]. A haptic jacket with

two types of actuators was demonstrated for pneumatically actuating kinesthetic movements of arm joints

in a VR environment[31]. Some commercial feedback vests for VR games were also reported, such as KOR-

FX gaming vest[32], TACTOT haptic vest[33], Vest PRO[34], and TESLASUIT[35]. These vibrotactile feedback

devices work with their specific games.

To make the vibrotactile feedback jackets more flexible and thus support varying AR serious games, the

standardized and general design cycle, including the software, game engines, and hardware, should be

discussed. Each part in the complete design cycle has standard and flexible interfaces to be updated by

software commands. The software interfaces can be configured and controlled for different game scenes in

various AR/VR serious games. These are important baselines for enabling the features of the multimodal

feedback of visual, audio, and vibrotactile senses in AR/VR serious games. However, it is challenging to

technically achieve multimodal feedback features. The entire design flow and architecture must be well

planned, including the hardware configurations, game scripts, game scenes, game engine design,

embedded software control commands, and AR/VR visualizations.

This article presents a complete design cycle for an AR serious game using visual, audio, and

vibrotactile feedback. The vibrotactile feedback jacket is battery powered and specifically designed to

provide real-world feedback and user experiences in different AR game scenes. An AR serious game is

developed as a standalone game using the Unity engine. The complete system includes three major parts:

hardware configurations of the HMD with a vibrotactile feedback jacket, software development of the AR

game, and communication among different parts with gamers. These are presented in detail in the

following sections.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the configurations of the

hardware system of the developed AR serious game, with the designs of the HMD system and vibrotactile

feedback jacket. Section 3 describes the software development of the AR serious game, including the game

scenes, interaction functions, serial communication format, and control methods. Section 4 details the

performance evaluation and future development of the prototype. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Configurations of the HMD system and vibrotactile feedback jacket

The aim of this study is to develop computerized virtual models for an AR game and a vibrotactile

feedback jacket that can be used in multimodal interactive and immersive learning. The overall block

diagram of the entire system with the design of the AR game, including the hardware system and software

development, is shown in Figure 1. In this project, the hardware system consists of two parts: HMD and

vibrotactile feedback jacket. These are introduced in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively.

2.1 Setup of the HMD

In this project, an Oculus HMD is used to create the AR environment in the eye view of game players,

providing a real-world background with virtual objects and game scenes. The HMD adopts the Oculus Rift

development kit 2 (DK2) and a high-speed camera for AR constructions. The setup of the HMD includes
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one unit of the Oculus Rift DK2 VR device, one unit of

the Leap Motion body sensor, and one unit of a high-

speed camera, as shown in Figure 2.

Compared with the Microsoft HoloLens AR kit, the

cost of the HMD in this project is cheaper, as shown in

Table 1 and the integration of virtual objects into real-

world scenes is easier.

The process of the HMD system is shown in Figure 3.

In the setup of the AR game, the Oculus Rift DK2

functions as the visualization display and gyroscope. The

head rotation of the users is captured and feedback to the control computer. The real-world frames of the

images taken from the high-speed camera and the virtual objects generated during the AR game execution

are mixed in real time. The mixed video streams are geometrically positioned into Oculus DK2. The Leap

Motion body sensor simultaneously tracks users' hand movements. The game players can interact with

virtual objects in the AR game scenes through their hand movements.

2.2 Setup of the vibrotactile feedback jacket

The vibrotactile feedback jacket is used to provide synthesized feelings when virtual objects interact with

the users' actions in different game scenes. As shown in Figure 3, the Arduino Mega 2560 controller board

receives the serial communication signals sent by the computer. The Arduino Mega 2560 controller then

controls the vibration actuators through the DC motor drivers. These actions generate the vibration

feedback to the users on the vibrotactile feedback jacket in accordance with different AR game scenes. In

this project, the vibrotactile feedback jacket developed consists of the following components: one unit of

Arduino Mega 2560 controller and communication device, 14 units of brushless vibration actuator, 14

units of H-Bridge DC motor driver board, and a pair of AA battery.

Figure 1 Block diagram of the entire system.

Table 1 Price comparison between the HMD adopted in this project and Microsoft HoloLens

Oculus HMD

HoloLens

Component list

Oculus DK2 ($350)

HoloLens ($3000)/HoloLens 2 ($3500)

Leap Motion sensor ($100) High-speed camera ($60)

Total price

$510

$3000/$3500

Figure 2 Setup of the HMD in this project.
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The design diagram of the vibrotactile feedback jacket is shown in Figure 4. Powered by battery, the

vibrotactile jacket has 14 vibration actuators with 14 corresponding DC motor drivers. The vibration

actuators and DC motor drivers have small sizes. The vibrotactile feedback jacket uses pairs of one-

actuator-one-driver modules to save space and simplify the wiring. The 14 vibration actuators with the

motors cover the upper body of the users, which can be visualized in Figure 5. These vibration actuators

are located at the following body position: four vibration actuators on the front side of the main body, four

vibration actuators on the back side of the main body, two vibration actuators on the left arm, two vibration

actuators on the right arm, one vibration actuator on the back of the left hand, and one vibration actuator on

the back of the right hand.

3 Software development of AR game with vibrotactile feedback jacket

In this AR game, virtual objects can be preloaded into the game scenes to save processing time. The

software development of the AR games with the vibrotactile feedback jacket consists of three parts: (1)

game development, (2) controller behavior design, and (3) communication configurations.

Game development: This part is mainly based on the Unity engine and C# language. The game scenes

Figure 3 Working process of the HMD and vibrotactile feedback jacket.

Figure 4 Design diagram of the vibrotactile feedback jacket.
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are created based on a game script flowchart and

then preprocessed for visual and performance

optimization before it is streamed into the Oculus

DK2 system. AR communication is realized with

the users' hand poses in the game.

Controller behavior design: An Arduino board

functions as a signal processor for the serious

games. It receives, translates, error-corrects, and

executes the signals from the game communication

port that is linked to the hardware jacket presented

in Section 2 (Figure 3). It provides the necessary

vibration in line with the game progress.

Communication configurations: It is designed

with a high process speed and sufficient robustness,

with a defined signal structure and transmission path.

3.1 AR game development

In this project, the scenes and virtual characters in

the game include a fairy tale, with amazingly giant plants and insects. Some virtual characters are friendly,

whereas others are aggressive to the gamers. The players can interact, touch, or even fight back the virtual

characters. The flow chart of the script of the serious game with the vibrotactile feedback jacket is shown

in Figure 6.

The scenes of the AR game comprise several virtual game objects and interaction functions. The functions

are controlled through hand-gesture recognitions. These fundamental scene components and their descriptions

are listed in Table 2. They translate the game script into a series of playing stages and create the AR world.

Figure 6 Script of AR game with vibrotactile feedback jacket.

Figure 5 Positions of the vibration actuators on the

vibrotactile feedback jacket.
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In the AR game, vibration signals are triggered in

some interaction scenes. Such a triggering is generated

using the vibrotactile feedback jacket for players.

There are several types of interactions involved in the

AR game.

(1) Relative position of virtual butterfly objects: It

is used to trigger the corresponding vibration actuators

with variable strength on the vibrotactile feedback

jacket indicating the butterfly's movements. The game

scene of the wandering virtual butterfly is shown in

Figure 7.

(2) Relative position of virtual spider objects:

Similarly, the corresponding vibration actuators on the

vibrotactile feedback jacket are triggered to indicate

the spider's movements. The game scene of the

attacking virtual spider is shown in Figure 8.

(3) Attack action of virtual spider objects: It triggers

the corresponding vibration actuators on the

vibrotactile feedback jacket for the attack action of

enemies, i. e., the virtual spider objects. Concurrently,

fiercer vibration density and larger vibration area are generated by more actuators, compared with the

vibrations caused by the relative position of virtual objects.

(4) Hand gesture control: There are two vibration actuators at each arm of a player and one vibration

actuator at each hand on the vibrotactile feedback jacket. When shooting magic beams, all the vibration

actuators on the detected arm and hand are triggered. For pinch drawing, only the vibration actuator on the

hand vibrates, with a gentler vibration.

The game scenes in the computer are played as frames of images, which are two-dimensional in space.

Preprocessing on these frames is required before passing them into Oculus for visualization. Oculus has

lenses that magnify the images to provide a large field of view. However, these lenses also give a

pincushion distortion effect to the images, which significantly affects the immersive feeling shown below

in Figure 9a. Hence, it is required to exactly apply the distortion correction effect to create an undistorted

frame of images, as shown in Figure 9b.

Table 2 Virtual objects and interaction functions in game scenes

Virtual Objects

Butterfly

Spider

Mushroom

Interaction Functions

Double-click

Touch

Pinch

Open palm

Descriptions

Peaceful objects to the players/users. Only transfer position data and respond to users’touch events

Objects marked as enemies, with attack detection. Communication with hand magic effects, transfer data,

and promote game progress

Environmental objects, for direction reference

On/off control for the magic particle beam trigger: The left hand shoots fire beam, whereas the right hand

shoots ice beam

Touch function with butterfly objects

Users can draw 3D virtual lines following their pinching fingers

When the palm is open, together with the double-click“On”state, the hand pushes out a magic beam

Figure 7 Virtual hand and wandering butterfly.

Figure 8 Virtual spider appearing and attacking.
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In this project, distortions on the frame of

images are caused by two components: the high-

speed camera module and Oculus DK2. The

mathematical formulas to rectify the image

distortions in this project are shown in Eqs. (1) and

(2), based on a study conducted by Zhang[36]. The

mathematical expressions are implemented into the

Unity C# script, which can manually adjust

distortion parameters to meet the project requirement.

xd = xu (1 + K1r2 + K2r4 + …) + (P2 (r2 + 2x2u) + 2P1xu yu ) (1 + P3r2 + P4r4 + …) (1)

yd = yu (1 + K1r2 + K2r4 + …) + (P1 (r2 + 2y 2u ) + 2P2xu yu ) (1 + P3r2 + P4r4 + …) (2)

where:

(xd, yd) = distorted image point as projected on the image plane using specified lens;

(xu, yu) = undistorted image point as projected using an idea pin-hole camera;

(xc, yc) = distortion centre (assumed to be the principal point);

Kn = nth radial distortion coefficient;

Pn = nth tangential distortion coefficient;

r = ( xu - xc )2 + ( yu - yc )2 ;
‧‧‧ = infinite series.

There are high demands of computations on

image processing and distortion correction. To

realize real-time distortion correction, a mathem-

atical computation is allocated and executed in the

graphics processing unit (GPU). The Unity C#

script for image distortion correction implemented

in the project is shown in Figure 10. The parameter

adjustment panel for the distortion correction is

shown in Figure 11.

After the distortion correction, the frames of

images and the game played in Oculus have an

improved overall feeling. However, owing to the

parameter deviations, perfect flat images cannot be

achieved with the distortion correction.

The AR game scenes are integrated with the

Leap Motion body sensor and high-speed camera.

The Leap Motion body sensor detects users' hands and provides the necessary information on the hand

trajectories and poses. In this manner, the rendering of the virtual hand and arm can be achieved

corresponding to the real hands' positions. Moreover, predefined hand poses can be memorized for special

uses, as previously mentioned in the scene-interaction functions.

The high-speed camera is used to provide a real-world background. It is the key component to create AR

effects because virtual objects in the game must visually match in the real world without any delay or with

minimal delay. The camera is selected with a high-speed frame rate to run with Oculus at a refresh rate of

75Hz. The camera can reach 60 frames per second (FPS) at 1280 × 720 resolution. It is selected as the

Figure 9 Image distortions and correction.

Figure 10 Unity C# script for distortion correction.
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governing resolution for the AR game to minimize the

time delay.

3.2 Controller behavior design of the developed

game

Commercially available and featuring high speed and

simple operations, an Arduino board is used as a

controller that is configured for serial communication in

this project. The controller behavior design includes a

signal process flow in five stages: data receiving, data

translation, error check and correction, execution, and

buffer clear. The last stage is "buffer clear" for performance

optimization.

(1) Data receiving: Vibration signals generated in the game scenes are regulated and transmitted out as

universal serial bus (USB) communication signals in ASCII format. The signals are received by the

controller Arduino board through its USB serial port. Every package of serial communication signals

ending with "\n" is stored in the controller buffer for the next processing stage. The data package of signals

is in the ASCII format. The vibration signals generated from the AR game process contain 14 ASCII

characters, with the structure shown in Figure 12.

(2) Data translation: The serial communication signals generated from the first stage must be translated

from ASCII format into mathematical values in this stage. The translation is obtained using the code shown

in Figure 13.

(3) Error check and correction: Sometimes, jitters occur in the USB serial communication resulting in

faulty data, such as data "000" being transmitted as " €00. " These types of corrupted non-numerical

characters are treated as zeros. As such, these corrupted characters and their relevant data packages are

wiped out and lost. The current execution loop is suspended for the security reason. The execution is

released in the next loop.

Figure 12 Data structure of signal packages.

Figure 11 Distortion parameter panel.

Figure 13 Data translation function.
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(4) Execution: The translated signals are recognized by the system. The relevant functions of the AR

game are activated.

(5) Buffer clearing: In this game design project, signals are sent at extremely high frequency, causing a

data buffer overflow in the Arduino board. The Arduino board stores and processes data with a First-In-

First-Out (FIFO) strategy. The received signal packages are stored in the FIFO data buffer queuing for

further executions. This process causes a severe delay as the package of signals received at one moment is

only executed sometime later after going through the FIFO data buffer. To solve this problem, a line of

function code while (Serial. read() ! = −1) is inserted at the end of the main program; this clears the data

buffer storage before receiving the next signals.

3.3 Communication configuration of the AR game

Packages of data signals start their generation once the game is launched. Three seconds after the game

program starts execution, these packages of serial communication signals are transmitted out through a

USB port into the hard disk. If the data stream of the generated signal packages is continuously received at

a considerably high speed, then the hard disk is overloaded and too busy with the communication data

stream as observed during the test runs in the project. The interval time of signals communication per step

is 30ms, as a tradeoff for the interval time and hard disk load to improve the system's performance.

When receiving packages of signals related to the triggering of corresponding vibration actuators on the

vibrotactile feedback jacket, the vibration actuators should immediately start the functioning of vibrations.

However, in reality, the vibration actuators require the reaction time to start from the static status to fully

function. The reaction time of the vibration actuators is shown in Eq. (3).

Reaction Time=Timeinterval+Timerising+Timecommunication (3)

The interval time Timeinterval is 30ms, as mentioned earlier. The rising time Timerising is a turn-on time of the

vibration actuators before they fully function. The investigation and measurements are conducted for the

vibration actuators in this project, as shown in Figure 14. The rising time of the vibration actuators is

approximately 140ms. The notation Timecommunication denotes the communication latency of the software driver,

which is 16ms by default as assigned by the Microsoft driver. The reaction time of the vibration actuators

is 30ms + 140ms + 16ms = 186ms.

Research on the human reaction speed suggests that the median reaction time for human is 273ms[37].

The reaction time of the vibration actuators in our implementation is less than the human reaction time.

Hence, the vibrotactile feedback by the vibration actuators is sufficiently fast for game players, without

feeling any delay.

Figure 14 Turn-on time Timerising of the vibration actuator.
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4 Results and performance evaluation

The AR game is tested and evaluated. During the test runs and demonstrations, the game scenes flow

through the multiple stages. Based on the performance evaluations, the heaviest computational load occurs

in the game scenes with the hand object firing magic beams, as shown in Figure 15. Using Unity engine's

profiler function, the game performance and utilized resources can be visualized in Figures 16 and 17,

illustrating the differences in the usages of the central processing unit (CPU) (e.g., rendering, scripts, and

physics) and GPU (e.g., opaque, transparent, and shadows/depth) between normal game scenes and game

scenes with the hand object firing magic beams.

The quantified computational load differences for normal game scenes and game scenes with the hand

object firing magic beams are listed in Table 3. In the game scenes for the hand object firing magic beams,

the FPS reduces by approximately 32%. The major reason for this FPS reduction is the particle system

used with the magic beam, which requires a considerable amount of CPU resources. The increase in CPU

resource consumptions caused the increase in the CPU time and render thread time, particularly the

significant increase of the number of triangles (Tris), vertices (Verts), and shadow casters.

In addition to the game scenes of the hand object firing magic beams, the second heaviest computational

load occurs at the rendering of the skeleton capsule hand object, as players use both skeleton hands to draw

multiple 3D lines in real time in the AR game. These 3D lines are drawn to visualize and track the

Figure 15 Game scenes with hand object firing magic beams to attack virtual spiders.

Figure 16 Unity engine′s profiler for performance of normal game scenes.
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movement of the skeleton hands in certain periods to interact with the game characters. The skeleton

capsule hand objects are completely generated on calculations shown in Figure 18. Its rendering process is

more complex than that in the normal game scenes.

The vibration of the vibrotactile feedback jacket is fast responding. There are different vibration

intensities at different positions that provide vibration feedback. However, the vibration makes noise on the

vibrotactile feedback jacket when functioning, which causes difficulty to feel at considerably low vibration

intensities. This vibration noise issue may be generated by the material inside the vibrotactile feedback

Figure 17 Unity engine′s profiler for game scenes with hand object firing magic beams.

Table 3 Computational resources utilized at different game scenes

FPS

CPU time (ms)

Render thread (ms)

Tris (‘000)

Verts (‘000)

Shadow casters

Normal game scenes

81.8

10.1

12.2

148.1

99.0

48

Scenes for firing magic beams

61.9

15.4

15.0

360.3

247.9

136

Load increase (%)

32.1486

52.48

22.95

143.28

150.4

183.33

Figure 18 Rendering of the skeleton capsule hand object and drawing 3D lines: (a) draw 3D lines, (b) interact with

virtual objects.
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jacket. The lining of the vibrotactile feedback jacket is made of hard foam that can absorb energy from a

collision. When the vibration actuators start working, the vibration may hit at the hard surface of the foam,

creating noise. In this case, the surface vibration can be considered a kind of collision, which is then

absorbed by the foam material.

The comparisons of the vibrotactile feedback jacket prototype with other vibrotactile vest or jacket are

shown in Table 4. The vibration effects can be generated by different types of vibration devices with

motors, actuators, transducers, or airbags. The dimensions of the devices can bring the differences. As

shown in Table 4, the number of actuators varies from 2 to 54, depending on the body areas to be covered

by the feedback jacket. The higher the number of actuators, the higher is the design costs and the higher is

the vibration levels. The number of actuators causes more complicated wiring and system design. For the

vibrotactile feedback jacket proposed in this project, various vibration patterns and intensity levels are

generated in different game scenes. It can achieve more levels of vibration resolutions for the actuators, as

compensation for the limited number of the actuators. Table 4 also shows that most of the feedback jackets

cover the body torso. The proposed vibrotactile feedback jacket covers the game players' front side torso,

back side torso, arms, and hands. Better user experiences can be achieved if the feedback jacket to cover

more body areas. Moreover, as shown in Table 4, some feedback jackets are commercially available.

However, their prices are higher than US$100. The prices and quality should be improved to attract more

players to adopt these kinds of feedback jackets for AR/VR games.

5 Conclusions

5.1 Contributions

This article presents a design of an AR serious game enabling the interaction using a vibrotactile feedback

jacket and an HMD. It also presents the hardware design of the vibrotactile jacket and software

development of the AR serious game. The game scenes, game scripts, and signal processing flow are also

described in detail. The graphics computations are processed by the GPU in the system. The vibrotactile

feedback jacket provides real-world feedback in accordance with different AR game scenes. With 14

vibration actuators placed at different positions on the torso, arms, and hands, the vibrotactile feedback

jacket can be triggered by a multimodal AR environment and game scenes. The vibrotactile jacket can

generate various vibration patterns and intensity levels. The evaluation results of the developed AR serious

game prototype are also discussed in this article. The prototype of the vibrotactile feedback jacket and AR

serious game can be fundamental blocks to build larger-scale AR serious games.

Table 4 Comparisons of proposed vibrotactile feedback jacket with other vests or jackets

Vibrotactile feedback jacket in this study

Haptic vest[20]

Force jacket[27]

Force-feedback suit[28]

KOR-FX vest[32]

TACTOT vest[33]

Vest Pro[34]

TESLASUIT[35]

Number of Actuators

14 actuators

54 for large size,

38 for medium size

26 airbags and force

7 actuators

2 transducers

40 actuators

8 transducers

46 actuators

Body positions to cover

Torso, both arms, both hands

Torso

Torso

Torso

Around chest region

Front torso, back torso

Front torso, back torso

Torso, arms, legs

Actuation method

Vibration

Vibration, thermoelectric

Vibration

Pneumatic

Vibration

Vibration

Vibration

Vibration

Price

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

US$135

US$499

US$599

N/A

466466
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5.2 Further possible improvements

The current prototype of the AR game is fairly complete and works smoothly for most general operations.

However, it has limited game scripts, virtual objects, interaction functions, and vibration events with the

vibrotactile feedback jacket. Hence, the prototype should be further improved to address these limitations

and to make the system more comprehensive and attractive to gamers.

(1) The AR game script and game scene design can be enhanced by more complicated virtual objects. A

few examples of virtual objects include virtual environmental decorations, butterfly-type neutral creatures,

and spider-type enemy creatures. These virtual objects can be further defined with more behaviors under

different scenarios. Artificial intelligence components can also be added to make the AR game more

realistic and intelligent.

(2) More hand movements and gestures can be further developed to increase the AR interaction

functions. These possible hand gestures include hand swiping, tapping, and on-hand virtual panels.

(3) The vibrotactile feedback jacket can be further improved using more compact digital circuits and

chipsets for wireless communication modules, controllers, actuator pulse width modulation drivers, and

power regulators. Such improvements can save a considerable amount of space and significantly reduce

the wiring difficulties of the vibrotactile feedback jacket. More actuators can be added into the jacket to

cover more positions on the user's body, arms, and hands. The connectivity can be enhanced into a

Bluetooth wireless connection.

(4) In this project, the approach for image distortion correction requires expert knowledge, careful

measurements, and time-consuming annotations to derive suitable camera parameters[38]. It is a tedious task.

Automatic camera calibration algorithms for image distortion correction have been reported in several

studies[39,40]. Such approaches with automatic image distortion correction are more practical in various

circumstances[41]. In the future development of the project, off-the-shelf camera calibration algorithms for

image distortion correction may be explored.

(5) The graphics rendering and computations of the AR game can be further optimized. One possible

solution is to use multi-core parallel computing, which can nearly double the computation efficiency.

(6) With the developed prototype of the vibrotactile feedback jacket with AR serious games, it will be

good to gain users' opinions and feedback through usability studies with a large number of learners or

players to improve these AR serious games.
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